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Pushing the Boundaries – David Sankey



Human Nature – Push the boundaries

Full Cognisance of the Risk



Unintended Consequences



Unintended Consequences

1863 - trying to create 
dye for clothing. What 
he invented instead 
was TNT.

Methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
was developed as a by product of 
research for a drug to 
combat abnormal bleeding. A drug 
that became very popular in the 
80s!

Julius 
Wilbrand

Anton 
Köllisch



Unintended Consequences



Unintended Consequences

Albert 
Einstein

The special theory of 
relativity – led to the 
development of the 
Nuclear bomb. Arthur 

Galston

Developed Agent Orange 
to speed the growth of 
Soya Beans



Unintended Consequences



Thomas 
Midgely Jnr

Discovered CFC Freon for use as a safe refrigerant. Also, suggested adding 
tetraethyl lead to gasoline to prevent “knocking”. Sometimes called the 
most dangerous man that ever lived and considered to be the man that –
“had more impact on the atmosphere than any other single organism in 
Earth’s history.”

Dr. Gerhard Schrader

Chemist specializing in the discovery of new 
insecticides, hoping to make progress in the 
fight against hunger in the world. However, Dr. 
Schrader is best known for his accidental 
discovery of nerve agents such as sarin and 
tabun, and for this he is sometimes called the 
“father of the nerve agents”.

Unintended Consequences



Online Harms– Whose Fault is it?



Boundary Setting

The was a young man called Dave
Who came perilously close to his grave
Exploring underground, he was nearly drowned
It was just a stroke of luck he was saved 



Be Aware of the dangers and accept the risk

Click here to confirm you wish 
to proceed



Testing Times! – Does the Tech work?



Which of these prime numbers represents the total 
number of secret herbs and spices in Kentucky Fried 
Chicken?

1) 7

2) 11

3) 13

4) 17

0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4



What did young people say about using the Internet?

1) They are not allowed to use it as much 
as they like (time restrictions)

2) There are too many rules about which 
sites they can and cannot use i.e. age 
restrictions

3) They are concerned about 
strangers/paedophiles contacting 
them

4) They think social media sites are great

5) They do not have any issues or 
concerns

0 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5



If you could improve something about the internet and 
being online, what would it be and why? 

“Social media companies 

to take more 

responsibility for 

inappropriate content on 

their sites.”

“That when you go social 

media you would have to 

be on a certain age to go 

on it and also more 

security online and safety”

“If anyone does cyber-bullying, 

then the social media site will 

ban them and get them into 

trouble. If they do it again they 

won't be allowed an the site for a 

certain amount of time.”

“Close down all porn websites 
because it's so harmful to our 

generation.”“I think you should be able to 

know who someone is just 

from a message so if its 

someone you don’t know 

instead of asking who they 

are you can just delete them”

“I would improve the 
security of the Internet and 

allow the police to access 
everyone’s internet usage, 
because in the modern day 

paedophiles can get in 
contact with children quite 

easily.”

“….mostly safer sites (such as 
Facebook, snapchat and 

Instagram) on hacking accounts 
and making friends with 

potentially dangerous people 
(make them safer)”

“I would like no bullying online as there is 

enough in real life. I also do not like the fake 

people online who use the Photoshop apps to 

look like someone that they actually are not. I 

do not like the body confidence apps that 

change people as people believe that is what 

they look like and try and be like them, when 

actually its all fake.”

“I would improve 
snap chat by taking 
off the map tracker 

because it’s 
dangerous”

“to make it safer 
because 

the internet is a
dangerous place.”

“Safer search 
engines”



If you could improve something about the internet and 
being online, what would it be and why? 

“to make it 
safer because 

the internet is a
dangerous 

place.”

“Safer search 
engines”

“I think you should be 

able to know who 

someone is just from a 

message so if its someone 

you don’t know instead of 

asking who they are you 

can just delete them”



If you could improve something about the internet and 
being online, what would it be and why?

“That when you go 

social media you 

would have to be on a 

certain age to go on it 

and also more security 

online and safety”

“Close down all 
porn websites 
because it's so 
harmful to our 
generation.”

“….mostly safer sites 
(such as Facebook, 

snapchat and Instagram) 
on hacking accounts and 

making friends with 
potentially dangerous 

people (make them 
safer)”

“I would improve 
snap chat by 

taking off the map 
tracker because it’s 

dangerous”



If you could improve something about the internet and 
being online, what would it be and why? 

“Social media 

companies to take 

more responsibility 

for inappropriate 

content on their 

sites.”

“If anyone does cyber-

bullying, then the social 

media site will ban them 

and get them into 

trouble. If they do it again 

they won't be allowed an 

the site for a certain 

amount of time.”



If you could improve something about the internet and 
being online, what would it be and why? 

“I would like no bullying online as there is 

enough in real life. I also do not like the fake 

people online who use the Photoshop apps 

to look like someone that they actually are 

not. I do not like the body confidence apps 

that change people as people believe that is 

what they look like and try and be like them, 

when actually its all fake.”



Response 44

In a few words, please tell us why you use the internet? 

“To connect with friends, family, teachers and gain an insight into the 
rapidly changing world. I also use it to enhance my academic grades 

by using online textbooks, watching videos, typing etc. As well as 
learning new skills such as cooking, playing the guitar and the piano. 

I also use it for its satnav capabilities.” 



Response 44

In a few words, please tell us what is the best thing for you 
about being able to use the Internet? 

“The ability to learn easier than any other generation before me”



Response 44
In a few words, please tell us if there is anything that worries 
you or issues you have experienced whilst using the Internet?  

“Although freedom of speech is something everyone should be grateful that the internet has 
enabled it is being abused by a minority who insight hatred. Furthermore it is scary that those 
viewing hatred can be pushed further down that path via surveillance assemblages that direct 

you onto similar content to keep one on that website. 

Also the rapidly developing electronic world is scary because adults often can not keep up and 
therefore can not protect the vulnerable.

The government at large can not keep up with rapid changes either. Therefore allowing 
hackers to find more and more ways of destroying livelihoods and even the NHS. 

The electronic panopticon is scary as a citizen because the growing awareness that we 
are being watched can not truly encourage curiosity.”



Response 44

If you could improve something about the internet and 
being online, what would it be and why? 

“The clarity around how to use it. So that most people know how to 
use it to its full positive potential and protect the vulnerable because 

of that knowledge. Also encourage people not to use it habitually and 
alternatively have a conversation.”



Q&A
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Online risks to young people 

►Online risks can be:

►Apps

► Mobile phones

► Behaviours

►Websites

►Tablets

►Any ‘thing’ or ‘service’ connected to the Internet

►Write down the biggest online risk in your opinion – in 10 seconds



Discuss!



The need for awareness 
training

• Risk Management 101

• Threat x Likelihood = Risk

• Worst Case Scenario explains ‘inherent risk’

• Threat that a predator will successfully groom a 
vulnerable young person

• The young person is very likely to be drawn into 
meeting the predator

• The risk is ‘very high’



Risk Management is a balancing act



What Risks are young people in care most 
vulnerable to?

1. Cyber Bullying

2. Inappropriate Sites

3. Internet Addiction

4. Unplanned Contact

5. Sexting

6. Grooming

7. Radicalisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



What Risks are young people in care most vulnerable to?
2016

1Cyber 
Bullying

Perceived Risks - Ranked

2019
Perceived Risks - Ranked

2Inappropriate 
Sites

3
Internet 

Addiction

4Unplanned 
Contact

5Sexting

6Grooming

7Radicalisation

Cyber 
Bullying

Unplanned 
Contact

Internet 
Addiction

Sexting

Inappropriate 
Sites

Grooming

Radicalisation



What is unplanned contact?

1) From a social worker

2) From a doctor

3) From a birth parent 

4) From a teacher

5) From a friend

- - - - -

1 2 3 4 5



►Can we influence the threat actors?

► Limiting opportunity (Content 
moderation by service providers)

► Improved detection (Policing)

► Robust sentencing (Judiciary)

Reducing risk – Threat Focused



Reducing risk – Likelihood Focused

►Can we limit dangerous behaviour?

►Are age restrictions effective?

►Technical controls in the home

►Awareness training for young people (schools)

►Awareness training for carers



Prevention Strategies

►Parental Control - filtering

►Talking/conversation

►Raising awareness

►Apply privacy settings

►Take an interest of the apps they like to use



Prevention Strategies

►Raising Awareness

Are you, your child or young people in care 
aware of the age restrictions?



At what age is it legal to take, store or exchange 
naked selfies?

A) 16

B) 18

C) 21

- - -

A B C



Web Filters example – BT

40

These are the standard options that have been in place for years



Web Filters example – Sky Shield

41

These are the options open from 
Sky Shield.

I chose to use the ‘Custom’ route 
as my son is a gamer. I control his 
gaming in other ways but note 
what is blocked…..

Social networking is a core 
concern for me as I don’t want 
my children on those sites.

But then…. What about my 
Linked In contacts…? 



Prevention - Web Filters example – Sky 
Shield

42

Oops!



What area of technology do young people know 
more about than you?

1) Laptop

2) Internet Protocol (IP)

3) Tablets

4) Apps

5) Mobile Phones

6) World Wide Web

7) PowerPoint©

8) Nothing

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8



1) Yes

2) No

0 0

1 2

What do you think?

Overall - Do Young People know more about technology than you do?



What carers told us.

► We asked: 

Do you think a child/the children in your care know more 
about technology (e.g. computers, tablets, internet, Apps, 
mobile communications etc.) than you do? 

Yes = 60%



Let’s test that!

►The App sheets we handed out…

►We do this every time we provide training

► It breaks the ice

► It level sets

► It sets the tone of a session based on engagement

How did you do?



How many apps did you identify?

A) 1-5

B) 5-10

C) 10-15

D) 15-20

E) 22

- - - - -

A B C D E



How many apps did you recognise and correctly 
identified the age limit?

A) 1-5

B) 5-10

C) 10-15

D) 15-20

E) 22

- - - - -

A B C D E



https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604


Roblox is a multiplayer platform where players can create their 
own games and join in with others 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604


https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604

Online multiplayer game Roblox, which 
has 90 million users worldwide,
is marketed at children - but there are 
fears it also being used to groom them.

One mother explains how this happened 
to her young son.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604


https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604

o For Sarah, it initially seemed like an "innocent game".

o She had turned on parental controls, so her son - not yet a teenager -
could not send messages.

o But, over time, she noticed a change in his behaviour. 

o He would no longer want to join in with family activities he usually 
enjoyed.

o Concerned, she decided to check the game - and discovered he had been 
communicating with others on a third-party app.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-48450604


Spotlight – Awareness Training – Why?

►Why do we focus on awareness training for carers?

►Ofsted – the UK regulator for Foster Care 

► Part of the safeguarding expectations

►Understanding the needs of carers



Spotlight – Awareness Training – Why?

►We have seen today that young people want to be protected

►We have seen today that we need to know more to help better



Hiding in plain sight

One of the apps that we signpost seems harmless enough

It looks like a calculator

Enter the special code and it becomes 

a vault for storing pictures, videos and other files.

It’s not just children that use this app to hide things..



Hiding in plain sight

Convicted paedophile Carl Beech

Jurors heard he installed a secret app 
on his iPad that appeared to be a 
calculator, but contained indecent 
images of children of the "most 
serious kind"

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.telegraph.co.uk%2Fcontent%2Fdam%2Fnews%2F2018%2F12%2F03%2FTELEMMGLPICT000167721352_trans_NvBQzQNjv4BqBFrjtVgWHIh_W9vsTearuXx5AputJiZHkGLTubZtTlw.jpeg%3Fimwidth%3D450&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.telegraph.co.uk%2Fnews%2F2018%2F12%2F03%2Fvip-paedophile-accuser-nick-named-first-time-carl-beech%2F&docid=Ae86QyMGFI0NJM&tbnid=TPZbOtZD4jciuM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjpn_7R483iAhUIA2MBHRQUBHoQMwg_KAAwAA..i&w=480&h=300&safe=strict&bih=675&biw=1412&q=carl%20beech&ved=0ahUKEwjpn_7R483iAhUIA2MBHRQUBHoQMwg_KAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8


Data protection

►The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation became law across 
Europe in May 2018

► Designed to unify the rights of EU citizens over the protection of their 
information

►This should simplify everything right?

What do you think?



Has the GDPR simplified data protection in your 
opinion?

A) Yes

B) No

0 0

A B



Data protection

► In the UK, Local Authorities are 
responsible for young people in care

► Some work in consortia e.g.  22 
members of CLAW in Wales

► Most operate autonomously



What is the age of consent in the UK for the purpose 
of GDPR?

A) 13

B) 14

C) 15

D) 16

E) 17

F) 18

- - - - - -

A B C D E F



Protecting data privacy

►The focus of data protection 
is often on advertising 
activities

►The need for privacy extends 
beyond Google and Amazon

► Privacy settings in Snapchat 
for example?



Protecting data privacy

►Think of Snapmaps – without 
setting the ‘Ghost’ option a young 
person can be tracked, their route 
home studied, even when they walk 
alone.

►Carers need to understand how 
these apps work so they can advise 
young people.



Data protection

►This means data protection is inconsistent

►Young people’s information is protected 
with varying competence

► Physical, mental and sexual health records 
of young people must be protected.



Data protection – a training essential

►Carers collect and provide an ongoing 
record of all aspects of young people’s 
health

►Recording systems vary in 
sophistication

►Simple security precautions can save a 
lifetime of anguish



Conclusions

►Young people in care are identified as particularly vulnerable

►Carer training in Online Safety is of variable quality

► In order to protect young people, carers need to understand the 
risks

► Data protection plays an important role in safeguarding

►Young people can help protect themselves by understanding the 
implications of privacy settings in applications



Working together to make a safer internet experience for our children, 
young people in care, parents, carers, family and friends




